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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Medical Imaging Compatibility of Magnesium- and Iron-
Based Bioresorbable Flow Diverters

A.A. Oliver, E.K. Koons, P.S. Trester, J.E. Kleinow, R.S. Jonsgaard, A.J. Vercnocke, C. Bilgin, R. Kadirvel, S. Leng,
A. Lu, D. Dragomir-Daescu, and D.F. Kallmes

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Bioresorbable flow diverters are under development to mitigate complications associated with con-
ventional flow-diverter technology. One proposed advantage is the ability to reduce metal-induced artifacts in follow-up medical
imaging. In the current work, the medical imaging compatibility of magnesium- and iron-based bioresorbable flow diverters is
assessed relative to an FDA-approved control in phantom models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Bioresorbable flow diverters, primarily composed of braided magnesium or antiferromagnetic iron
alloy wires, were compared with an FDA-approved control flow diverter. The devices were assessed for MR imaging safety in terms
of magnetically induced force and radiofrequency heating using 1.5T, 3T, and 7T field strength clinical scanners. The devices were
deployed in phantom models, and metal-induced image artifacts were assessed in the 3 MR imaging scanners and a clinical CT
scanner following clinical scan protocols; device visibility was assessed under fluoroscopy.

RESULTS: The magnesium-based bioresorbable flow diverter, iron-based bioresorbable flow diverter, and the control device all
demonstrated MR imaging safety in terms of magnetically induced force and radiofrequency heating at all 3 field strengths. The
bioresorbable flow diverters did not elicit excessive MR imaging artifacts at any field strength relative to the control. Furthermore,
the bioresorbable flow diverters appeared to reduce blooming artifacts in CT relative to the control. The iron-based bioresorbable
flow diverter and control device were visible under standard fluoroscopy.

CONCLUSIONS:We have demonstrated the baseline medical imaging compatibility of magnesium and antiferromagnetic iron alloy
bioresorbable flow diverters. Future work will evaluate the medical imaging characteristics of the bioresorbable flow diverters in
large-animal models.

ABBREVIATIONS: BRFD ¼ bioresorbable flow diverter; FD ¼ flow-diverting device; FeBRFD ¼ iron-based bioresorbable flow diverter; MgBRFD ¼ magne-
sium-based bioresorbable flow diverter; RF ¼ radiofrequency; Tg ¼ gravitational torque; Tmax ¼ maximum torque

An estimated 5% of the US population has an intracranial an-
eurysm. Approximately 30,000 rupture annually, resulting

in the death of one-half the patients within 6 months.1 Therefore,
it is critical to treat intracranial aneurysms before their rupture.

Flow-diverting devices (FDs) are a rapidly growing endovascular
approach for the treatment of intracranial aneurysms due to their
high aneurysm occlusion rates in the clinic.2 However, all FDA-
approved FDs are composed of permanent materials that will
remain in the patients for the duration of their lives. This outcome
exacerbates complications such as device-induced thromboembo-
lism3,4 and stenosis of the parent artery.5-7 Another limitation of
FDs is metal-induced imaging artifacts.8 These artifacts impede
noninvasive follow-up CT and MR imaging of FD performance.9

Metal-induced artifacts can obstruct the radiologist’s view of tis-
sues adjacent to the device, making it difficult to assess aneurysm
healing, the degree of stenosis, and the presence of thrombi.

Bioresorbable flow diverters (BRFDs) are emerging as the next

generation of FD technology to mitigate these complications.10

BRFDs aim to serve their transient function of healing and occlud-

ing the aneurysm and subsequently to be safely resorbed into the

body. BRFDs show promise in reducing metal-induced image
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artifacts for 2 reasons: First, before any resorption, the innate ma-
terial properties of many bioresorbable materials induce fewer
metal artifacts than conventional FD materials.11-13 Second, the
progressive and eventual complete resorption reduces device vol-
ume and, therefore, metal-induced artifacts with time.14

We have previously developed BRFDs out of magnesium
(MgBRFD) and iron (FeBRFD) alloys.15 In the current work, we
evaluate the medical imaging compatibility of the MgBRFD and
FeBRFD relative to an FDA-approved control FD. MR imaging
safety and both MR imaging and CT artifacts induced by the devi-
ces are assessed using phantommodels. Device visibility for fluoros-
copy-guided delivery is assessed using the same phantom models.
This work serves as a baseline demonstration of the medical imag-
ing compatibility of metallic bioresorbable vascular devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Devices
The MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs have been previously described in
detail.15 In short, the MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs contained 32 and 48
braided wires, respectively. Three-quarters of the wires in each de-
vice are composed of bioresorbable magnesium (50-mm diameter)
or iron (25-mm diameter) alloys. The iron alloy is composed of an
austenitic crystal structure, theoretically resulting in antiferromag-
netic properties.16-18 The remaining wires are tantalum (30-mm di-
ameter) to provide radiopacity during device delivery in vivo. The
MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs were 4.75mm in diameter and 10mm in
length. Wire subcomponents for both BRFDs were manufactured
by Fort Wayne Metals. The Pipeline Embolization Device
(Chestnut Medical) was used as the FDA-approved control FD.
The control FD was composed of a braid of 36 cobalt chromium
alloy and 12 platinum-tungsten wires (25- to 32-mm diameter). The
control FD was 3.75mm in diameter and 10mm in length.

MR Imaging Evaluations
Magnetically Induced Force and Torque. The force induced on
the devices by the magnetic field of clinical MR imaging scanners
was evaluated with reference to ASTM F 2052–15 (ASNI
Webstore).19 The devices were hung from a stand using a string
of negligible mass. The stand started at a position 90 cm away
from the bore opening to the MR imaging scanner. The stand
was then advanced toward the bore opening in 10 increments
until it was 13 cm within the bore. Advancing the stand further
within the bore obstructed the view of the device and made it
impossible to assess the deflection angle. At every increment, the
deflection angle was assessed using a protractor attached to the
stand, as previously described.14 Deflection angle estimations
were rounded up to the nearest 5° increment to conservatively
assess the magnetically induced force. Magnetically induced force,
Fm, was calculated using the equation: Fm¼m� g� tan(a), where
m is the mass of the device, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
a is the deflection angle.14 This process was repeated for the
MgBRFD, FeBRFD, and control FD using 1.5T (Signa HDxt;
GE Healthcare), 3T (Signa Premier; GE Healthcare), and 7T
(Magnetom Terra; Siemens) clinical MR imaging scanners. The
maximum spatial gradient within our area of measurement was
320, 550, and 500 G/cm for the 1.5T, 3T, and 7T scanners,
respectively.

Magnetically induced torque on the implant was calculated
using magnetically induced force in accordance with ASTM
F2213 (ANSI Webstore).20 The maximum torque (Tmax) was esti-
mated using the equation: Tmax ¼ (Bsat � Fm) / (4 � dB/dz),
where Bsat is the magnetic saturation of the device material, Fm is
the magnetically induced force described above, and dB/dz is the
maximum spatial gradient within our area of measurement. The
Bsat of the device materials was unknown and was, therefore, con-
servatively estimated at 2.2T, the value for pure iron. Maximum
gravitational torque (Tg) was calculated by multiplying the force
of gravity acting on the device length.

Radiofrequency Heating. Radiofrequency (RF)-induced heating
of the devices was evaluated with reference to ASTM F 2182–
1121 (ASTM). An MgBRFD, FeBRFD, or control FD was placed
in a phantom composed of 1.32 g/L of NaCl and 10 g/L of polya-
crylic acid in deionized water to simulate physiologic electrical
and thermal properties.21 Two temperature probes were placed
on the surface of the device, with one in the middle and one at
the end of the device. The device was held in place in the phan-
tom using a wooden dowel. A third temperature probe was
placed in the phantom far from the device to measure back-
ground fluctuations in phantom temperature. The phantom and
the device were placed as laterally as possible on the patient table
where potential RF heating is expected to be worse than in the
center of the bore. Each device type or phantom was imaged
using a T1-weighted fast spin-echo sequence on the 1.5T, 3.T,
and 7T clinical MR imaging scanners. Specific scan parameters
are presented in the Online Supplemental Data. Temperature was
measured for 2minutes before the scan and for the duration of
the scan sequence. For each temperature probe, the difference in
average temperature between the prescan and scan duration was
calculated. The temperature changes from the 2 probes at the de-
vice surface were averaged together, and the temperature change
from the background probe was subtracted from this average.

Imaging Artifacts. An MgBRFD, FeBRFD, or control FD was
placed within the phantom described above and imaged with a
T1-weighted fast spin-echo sequence and a gradient-echo
sequence using the 1.5 T, 3T, and 7T clinical MR imaging scan-
ners. The specific scan parameters for both sequences are pre-
sented in the Online Supplemental Data. All scans were
completed in first level operating mode.

CT Artifacts. An MgBRFD, FeBRFD, or a control FD was
deployed within silicone sidewall aneurysm models. The aneu-
rysm neck was 4mm, and the height and width were 8mm. The
parent artery diameter was 4mm for the MgBRFD and FeBRFD
and 3.75mm for the control FD to appropriately match the de-
vice diameters. The devices containing aneurysm models were
perfused with Omnipaque iodine contrast (GE Healthcare)
diluted to a concentration of 20mg/mL using deionized water
and placed within a 20-cm water phantom to mimic contrast-
enhanced neurovasculature and attenuation in the human head.
The samples were scanned using a clinical energy-integrating de-
tector CT scanner (Somatom Force; Siemens) following the dual-
source, dual-energy clinical circle of Willis protocol at our institu-
tion. The scan parameters are presented in the Online
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Supplemental Data. The first scan before any device resorption
was considered the 0-week time point.

The models containing MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs were then
incorporated into a flow loop mimicking the physiologic environ-
ment to simulate device resorption using methods previously
described in detail.15 At 1-, 5-, and 12-week time points, the devi-
ces were removed from the flow loop and imaged using a micro-
CT scanner (SkyScan 1276; Bruker) to quantify reductions in de-
vice volume across time, as previously described.15 Immediately
following micro-CT imaging, the device-containing models were
perfused with contrast and re-imaged with the clinical CT scan-
ner using the same technique as the 0-week time point. Following
each scan, the device-containing models were re-incorporated
into the flow loop until the next scan. This step allowed us to
investigate changes in clinical CT artifacts associated with device
resorption with time.

Fluoroscopy. A MgBRFD, FeBRFD, and control FD were
deployed within the same silicone aneurysm models and placed
within the 20-cm water phantom described above. The devices
were then imaged using an Artis Zee angiography unit (Siemens)
to assess their visibility for fluoroscopy-guided delivery. The devi-
ces containing the silicone aneurysm models were then removed
from the 20-cm water phantom and imaged directly on the tab-
letop to more clearly depict the devices. The same x-ray tube
position and angle were used for the water phantom and tabletop
tests. The distance of the x-ray tube to aneurysm models was also
standardized.

RESULTS
Magnetically Induced Force, Torque, and RF Heating
The deflection angles of the control FD, MgBRFD, and FeBRFD
at various locations relative to the bore opening of 1.5T, 3T, and
7T clinical MR imaging scanners are presented in Fig 1. The mag-
netic fields of the MR imaging scanners did not induce any de-
tectable deflection for the control FD and the MgBRFD at any

field strength. The FeBRFD deflected 5° and 15° at the bore open-
ing of the 3T and 7T strength scanners, respectively. The calcu-
lated force of gravity (Fg), magnetically induced force (Fm) at the
bore opening, and the ratio Fm/Fg are presented in the Online
Supplemental Data for all device types and field strength scan-
ners. Although the FeBRFD experienced detectable deflection at
the bore opening of the 3T and 7T scanners, the magnetically
induced force acting on the device from the MR imaging scanner
was less than one-third of the force of gravity acting on the device
(Fm/Fg ¼ 0.09 at 3T, Fm/Fg ¼ 0.27 at 7T) in the area tested.
Because the highest spatial gradient of the magnetic field is ,3
times the maximum spatial gradient within the area of our meas-
urements, the magnetically induced force, therefore, does not
present a notable safety concern for the control FD, MgBRFD,
and FeBRFD.

In theory, the austenitic crystal structure of the iron alloy used
in FeBRFD should result in a completely nonferromagnetic de-
vice and consequently no magnetically induced force. The small
observed deflections are likely due to tiny ferromagnetic impur-
ities within the crystal structure of the iron alloy. The Tmax on the
devices was estimated using Fm, Tmax, and Tg, and the ratio of
Tmax/Tg is presented in Online Supplemental Data for all device
types and field strength scanners. No torque was estimated for
the control FD and MgBRFD at any scanner strength. The esti-
mated Tmax of the FeBRFD was less than the gravitational torque
in the 3T scanner, but approximately 3 times greater than Tg in the
7T scanner (Tmax/Tg ¼ 0.8 at 3T, Tmax/Tg ¼ 2.8 at 7T). These esti-
mations indicate that the FeBRFD is MR imaging–conditional at 3T,
and further considerations would be required for evaluating safety at
7T. However, our Tmax estimations are likely overestimates, because
the Bsat for the antiferromagnetic resorbable iron alloy is likely much
less than the 2.2T value conservatively used on the basis of pure
iron.

For the evaluation of RF heating, no device type at any field
strength resulted in a change in temperature of .0.34°C. The
small observed RF heating temperature changes are within the
range of fluctuations in room temperature and are negligible

FIG 1. Deflection angle of the control FD, MgBRFD, and FeBRFD at various locations relative to the bore opening of 1.5T, 3T, and 7T field strength
clinical MR imaging scanners. Negative values are outside the bore, with 0 cm representing the bore opening. Deflection angle estimates are
rounded up to the next highest 5° increment.
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from a physiologic safety standpoint. Therefore, these data sug-
gest that the control FD, MgBRFD, and FeBRFD are MR imag-
ing–conditional and can be safely scanned at the tested field
strengths from the RF heating perspective.

MR Imaging Artifacts
MR imaging artifacts from the control FD, MgBRFD, and
FeBRFD using both a T1-weighted fast spin-echo sequence and a
gradient-echo scan sequence for all 3 field strength MR imaging
scanners are presented in Fig 2. The MgBRFD imaged with the
fast spin-echo sequence and the control FD for both scan sequen-
ces are barely detectable at 1.5T. Generally, for each device type,
the gradient-echo sequence induced larger artifacts than the fast
spin-echo sequence. However, the actual size of the artifacts

depends on many acquisition parameters such as TE, echo-train
length, acquisition bandwidth, the orientation of the device in the
scanner bore, and so forth. The FeBRFD appeared to induce
slightly more artifacts than the control FD and MgBRFD when
matched for scan sequence and scanner strength. Overall, MR
imaging artifacts induced by the MgBRFD and FeBRFD are not
excessive relative to the control FD, suggesting suitable MR imag-
ing compatibility for the bioresorbable devices.

CT Artifacts
Representative CT images of the control FD, MgBRFD, and
FeBRFD, as well as reductions in resorbable material volume are
presented in Fig 3. The control FD induced the most blooming
artifacts, resulting in the device appearing larger than its physical

FIG 2. MR imaging artifacts induced by the control FD, MgBRFD, and FeBRFD using a fast spin-echo sequence with T1 weighting (FSE T1) and a
gradient recalled-echo (GRE) scan sequence with 1.5T, 3T, and 7T field strength clinical MR imaging scanners.

FIG 3. Representative CT images of the control FD, MgBRFD, and FeBRFD and reduction in resorbable device volume with time. A represents
the aneurysm sac, L represents the lumen of the parent artery, and B represents trapped air bubbles. The arrows indicate examples of crossing
tantalum marker wires. The scale bar is 5mm.
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size. No struts were visible in the control FD, making it appear as
a solid cylinder due to blooming artifacts of highly attenuating
metals. This feature obstructed the view of the aneurysm neck
and made the parent vessel appear more stenosed. For the
MgBRFD and FeBRFD, the only apparent struts were the tanta-
lum radiopaque marker wires. Representative images for the
MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs were selected at locations where the tan-
talum wires within the braid crossed, making it appear as if there
were half the amount of tantalum wires than physically present.
These locations were selected to create larger regions of biore-
sorbable wires unimpeded by the blooming of adjacent tantalum
wires. The magnesium alloy resorbable wires were not detected at
0weeks because their CT numbers were very similar to the con-
trast within the aneurysm model. Consequently, their resorption
with time and near-complete resorption at 5weeks did not have
any visible implications for image quality. It is difficult to discern
whether the iron alloy resorbable wires are detectable between
the tantalum struts or if the increased CT number relative to the
contrast is caused by blooming of the adjacent tantalum wires. A
reduction down to 65% of the initial bioresorbable iron alloy vol-
ume as determined by micro-CT at 12weeks did not appear to
influence the resulting images.

Fluoroscopy
Fluoroscopy images of the MgBRFD, FeBRFD, and the control
FD are presented in Fig 4. When placed in the 20-cm water phan-
tom (FOV ¼ 32 cm, kV¼ 70, mA ¼ 258), the MgBRFD is barely
detectable. The FeBRFD is more visible, owing to the greater
number of tantalum wires within the braid in addition to the
higher density of the iron alloy over the magnesium alloy. The
control FD is the most apparent. When removed from the water
phantom, all 3 devices are detectable, and the braided structure
becomes more visible (FOV ¼ 32 cm, kV ¼ 70, mA ¼ 31). Our
incorporation of twelve 30-mm-diameter tantalum wires in the
FeBRFD resulted in an overall device radiopacity that would
likely be suitable for fluoroscopy-guided delivery. However, these
images also suggest that the device design could be improved in
this respect. The ideal FD design requires a balance between fluo-
roscopic visibility and minimal CT artifacts.

DISCUSSION
In the current work, we demonstrate the medical imaging com-
patibility of a novel MgBRFD and FeBRFD relative to an FDA-
approved control FD. With reference to the FDA guidance docu-
ment “Testing and Labeling Medical Devices for Safety in the
Magnetic Resonance Environment,”22 all 3 devices were MR
imaging–conditional from a magnetically induced force and RF
heating standpoint at all MR imaging scanner strengths. The
FDA suggests that passive devices such as FDs ,2 cm in all
dimensions and ,3 cm away from other implants do not require
RF heating evaluations at #3T, because they are not expected to
generate a temperature change of .2°C.22 Our results validate
this point and expand it up to a 7T scanner. The magnetically
induced torque of all 3 devices was less than the Tg in all 3 scan-
ners, other than the FeBRFD in the 7T scanner. Devices with a
lower magnetically induced torque than Tg are considered MR
imaging conditional.22 However, a greater magnetically induced
torque may still be acceptable depending on the type of tissue ad-
jacent to the device and how the device is fastened within it.22 In
the case of stents and FDs, it may be necessary to wait several
months until the device is encapsulated by tissue before obtaining
MR images. Finally, the MgBRFD and FeBRFD did not induce
excessive MR imaging artifacts relative to the control FD.

The MgBRFD and FeBRFD appeared to reduce blooming
artifacts in CT images relative to the control FD, and the FeBRFD
was still visible under fluoroscopy. This feature may result in a
more accurate assessment of healing at the aneurysm neck and
device-induced stenosis in follow-up imaging. The only obvious
CT artifacts in the MgBRFD and FeBRFD images were caused by
the tantalum marker wires. This feature suggests that an optimal
BRFD design should contain the minimum volume of radiopaque
markers required for fluoroscopy-guided delivery, while maximiz-
ing the amount of resorbable magnesium or iron alloy compo-
nents within the device. Magnesium and iron alloys are regularly
applied to other vascular scaffolding applications, such as coro-
nary stenting.23 This work can also serve as a baseline demonstra-
tion of medical imaging compatibility for these devices.

Other groups have investigated the medical imaging compatibil-
ity of BRFDs. Morrish et al11 demonstrated suitable visibility for flu-
oroscopy-guided device delivery of their primarily polymer-based
BRFD. Furthermore, they demonstrated a quantitative reduction in
device-induced artifacts in MR imaging and CT images when their
BRFD was compared with an FDA-approved control FD. They also
showed that their BRFDs improved the image quality of MR imag-
ing when assessed by 8 blinded neuroradiologists. Their work
showcased the ability of BRFDs to reduce device-induced artifacts
and improve medical imaging quality. Our work investigates and
extends these results to the imaging compatibility of metallic
BRFDs. Bian et al14 investigated the MR imaging compatibility of a
bioresorbable iron–based coronary stent. Their stent was primarily
composed of a ferromagnetic nitrided iron backbone. The ferro-
magnetic properties resulted in magnetically induced forces from
the MR imaging scanners that were substantially larger than the
force of gravity acting on the devices. However, RF heating and
image artifacts were negligible relative to industry-standard con-
trols. Most notably, their devices demonstrated the ability to reduce
artifacts with their progressive resorption across time in vivo.

FIG 4. Fluoroscopic images of the MgBRFD, FeBRFD, and control FD
placed within a 20-cm water phantom (top) and directly onto the
tabletop (bottom). The scale bar is 5mm.
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DSA is currently the criterion standard follow-up technique
because its quality is not affected by device-related metallic arti-
facts.24 However, DSA is an invasive procedure with potential
complications that include cerebral microembolism and puncture
site hematoma and pseudoaneurysm.24 Therefore, there has been
growing interest in the use of noninvasive techniques such as CT
and MR imaging in the follow-up of aneurysms treated by endo-
vascular means. The current literature indicates that noninvasive
imaging methods are safer and more cost-effective compared
with DSA as a primary follow-up technique.25,26 However, CT
and MR imaging are susceptible to metal artifacts, which can
affect the quality of scan and assessment. Vascular device design
and material selection have implications for CT and MR imaging
compatibility.9,27,28 Halitcan et al8 recently reported that nitinol
FDs are advantageous for clinical TOF MR angiography follow-
up of FD performance over cobalt-chromium FDs. In CT imag-
ing, both the strut thickness and material selection affect the
degree of x-ray attenuation and consequently the extent of metal-
induced artifacts.29,30 Additionally, the improvement of medical
imaging technology to mitigate metal-induced image artifacts
and enhance the image quality of endovascular devices remains a
growing topic of research.31,32 Follow-up quality assessment of
medical imaging should be considered in the development and
engineering of endovascular devices.

A limitation of the study was that the available control FD
was 1mm smaller in diameter than the MgBRFD and FeBRFD.
However, the slightly decreased metal volume and dimensions in
the control FD acted as a slightly more conservative benchmark
standard for the BRFDs. Another limitation was the accuracy of
deflection angle measurements, which were assessed visually rela-
tive to a mounted adjacent protractor. However, all observed
deflection angles at multiple distances to the bore at all 3 field
strengths and resulting calculations of magnetically induced force
were less than one-third of the force of gravity acting on the devi-
ces; therefore, all measurement errors were negligible in the over-
all assessment of MR imaging safety.

Future work will focus on assessing the long-term aneurysm
occlusion rates of the bioresorbable FDs relative to permanent
controls in the rabbit elastase–induced aneurysm model.33 A
major direction for the field is to determine the optimal device
resorption rate that allows the device to maintain structural integ-
rity long enough for the aneurysm to heal before notable resorp-
tion.10 The medical imaging characteristics of the MgBRFD and
FeBRFD relative to a control FD will also be assessed using animal
models. Blinded interventional neuroradiologists will assess the
deployability and image quality of the MgBRFDs and FeBRFDs
relative to the control FDs using Likert scales. Future work will
also focus on improving the MgBRFD and FeBRFD design by
reducing the amount of radiopaque marker wires within the braid
and/or adding platinum pledgets on either end of the device, with
the intention of minimizing image artifacts at the aneurysm neck
without sacrificing deployability.

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the MR imaging compatibility of magne-
sium- and antiferromagnetic iron alloy–based BRFDs. Furthermore,
the BRFDs appeared to reduce metal-induced CT blooming artifacts

relative to the FDA-approved control FD. These data suggest that
minimizing the volume of radiopaque markers required for fluoros-
copy-guided device delivery, while maximizing the amount of biore-
sorbable metal components in the device, could reduce CT artifacts.
This work serves as a baseline demonstration of the medical imaging
compatibility of bioresorbable magnesium and antiferromagnetic
iron alloy vascular devices. Future work will investigate the medical
imaging characteristics of the BRFDs using large-animal models.
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